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Swift-BAT

Swift-XRT
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  3/6      GRB 221009A within Astro-COLIBRI App

GRB 221009A Cone search: Fermi & Swift Visibility for MAGIC (etc.) Many customized links

all GCNs
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Real-time notifications Cone search Transient visibility Further information

Script prepared by Alessio Berti, Ruslan 
Konno & Mathieu de Bony during the 1st 
Astro-COLIBRI Workshop in October 2022
soon in the Astro-COLIBRI interface
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IceCube-170922A (2017-09-22) IceCube-220918A (2022-09-18) IceCube-220627A (2022-06-27)
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Reichherzer et al. (2021)
feedback & feature requests: astro.colibri@gmail.com
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Users last month

Thanks for using 
Astro-COLIBRI during 
the Fermi symposium!


